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The number of Automated Market Makers (AMMs) is growing rapidly, and all existing 

cross-chain AMMs fall short of the ideals of trustless valid delivery.

Cross-chain solutions presented on the market today are relying on intermediaries to facilitate 
cross-chain transactions. Intermediaries are splitted in the following categories:

wrapped/pegged assets, bridge tokens or intermediate chains.

Decentralized Exchange (DEX)

THORChain is a AMM DEX that uses pairwise liquidity pools 

to transfer tokens between third-party chains. Each liquidity pool 

binds a specific third-party currency to a THORChain native token 

(RUNE), which acts as a common interchange medium.  

Multichain is a DEX geared towards easy pairwise token 

exchanges, similar to THORChain. Multichain relies on 

an intermediate token (MULTI) based on Fusion distributed 

control rights management. 
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In the bridge example, liquidity pools exist on two chains. Liquidity pool for Token A exist on Chain A 
and another for Token B on Chain B. Assuming Chain A is a source chain, swap process will follow: 
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InterSwap allows users 

to swap assets across chains 

in a trustless way by utilizing 


 network.Layer Zero

Solution

https://layerzero.network/


InterSwap enables trustless seamless cross-chain transactions for native 

assets without any intermediaries in a single transaction.
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InteSwap closing trustless cross-chain swaps gap by empowering access to a cross-chain 

AMM protocol on top of  network.LayerZero

The current combined trading volume of DEXes settles above $17 billion.

Targeted audience: existing multichain solutions, aggregators, cross-chain cending protocols, 
DeFi users across all major blockchains and layer 2 solutions.

InterSwap use cases: 

 Single transaction native assets cross-chain swap
 Liquidity Integration level:

Go-To-Market Strategy

- Multichain AMM can enable cross-chain swaps

- Cross-chain lending protocol can be integrated for collateral liquidations 

- Cross-chain aggregator can gather additional quotes 

- Wallets can enable cross-chain exchanges to its users

https://layerzero.network/


There are numerous DEXes: some are nascent and unheard of, while others are essentially household 
names in the crypto space. However, no one offers trustless cross-chain transaction delivery the way 
InterSwap does.
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InterSwap dAPP is currently at the closed Alpha stage:

 Smart contracts deployed on testnet for 7 EVM chain
 Swap feature available via UI 

Current Status


